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The other night I tried a wine which turned my brain into overdrive. You don’t experience that much 

even when it’s your industry, and so I was happy that I did this time. 

Natural Wine is a phenomenon, whether we like it or not. And with that trendiness comes a whole 

host of potential problems. One of the appeals, from a consumer’s perspective, is that it is trying to 

break tradition. Stick it to the man. Put the “NO” in vino. And from here, it almost becomes a 

competition amongst trendy producers to do the next big thing. The next piece of innovation that 

turns people’s heads. Thus, wines get weirder, and weirder, and weirder, and it becomes rather 

more cult-like. Customers defending the indefensible because this wine represents a characteristic 

about yourself that you would like people to see. 

I come at wine from a strange direction as I am both a traditional winemaker, and a Natural wine 

enthusiast. 90% of what I make is “normal”, and 10% is on the weird and funky spectrum. Thus, I 

look at wine with both the eyes of tradition, and innovation, which I think is what’s missing from 

some of these crazy natural wines. 

The distinction that I think needs to be made is “is it funk, or is it a fault?”. I have tried too many 

wines and read too many websites that defend crazy faults as intentional. From my experience as a 

winemaker, I think too many producers claim credit where nature and chance were actually the 

culprits. We’ve all had tanks that do the unthinkable overnight; sometimes for the better, and 

sometimes for the worse. My worry is that Natural wine is so cool that the lines between a clear 

fault, and the intriguing je ne sais quoi gets blurred to the point where a bottle of vinegar is one 

person’s DRC. 

The wine in question smelt like a tank I had in 2018 – mouldy. Infected. Not the good kinds, either. 

I’ve had a tank with flor which smelt hugely appealing. I love Natural wine and sherry. I am not 

averse to these things. But this bottle…it screamed INFECTED. (I poured my mouldy tank down the 

drain, by the way). 

Now I take more issue in this than usual as this bottle came to me highly recommended. In fact, 

these two people are amongst the top people I turn to when it comes to wine. They both adored this 

wine, and here’s me thinking “no that is not funk, it is a fault”. 

Perhaps it was my bottle. Perhaps I’d left it too long. But it made me want to write something about 

wine being a drink to be drunk, not a playground for those who want to see how far they can push 

their wine. Whether you are a regular winemaker, or a natural winemaker, the wine should still be 

balanced and pleasant to drink. You should never have to grimace through drinking glass, and 

defend your product as “its weird, but it’s meant to be like that!” 

Each to their own. We all taste differently. Bottle variation etc etc... But this bottle lowered my 

spirits and raised my guard as a winemaker.  

A fault should not be defended as funk. 


